bibliotheca libraryConnect ™
Meet libraryConnect TM, the
only place you need to
visit to optimize your library
equipment, review detailed
revenue and usage reports,
and communicate with both
bibliotheca staff as well as
other library users.

Everything in one place
All bibliotheca related software and services can
be accessed online 24-hours-a-day, making it quick
and easy for you to access information.

Real-time ‘live tiles’
Your unique library dashboard is comprised of ‘live
tiles’ that provide easy access to multiple systems.
Dynamic information is displayed in real-time to
offer an overview of information at a quick glance.

www.bibliotheca.com

Access financial information in one place
Our exclusive partnership with Comprise™
Technologies allows us to present a consolidated
view of your financial collection activity. This
breakdown provides detailed financial auditing
information at your fingertips.

Detailed and robust reporting
Detailed patron, item, and device reports can be
viewed by the entire system or broken down into
branch-level, equipment based, or time interval
statistics.

Global settings & remote device configuration
Control device settings and core shared information
from one central location without the need to be
in front of individual devices. Enjoy convenient
management of user preferences, including alert
specifications and frequency.

Receive updates with our built-in messaging system
The built in messaging service ensures that you will
always receive the latest important notifications
from bibliotheca.

View latest downloads

Access to global ideas in our online forum

The latest software updates, user guides &
documentation related to your products can be
found easily in our customer download area.

Visit our online user community where customers
around the world can easily connect and share
ideas. Topics range from best practices to new
product ideas.

Although we make every effort to ensure information is correct at the time
of release, it is possible that specifications and features may vary or change
over time. bibliotheca therefore makes no representations or warranties as
to the completeness or accuracy of the information contained within this
document.
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